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IN DEN FLÜSSEN nördlich der
Zukunft
werf ich das Netz aus, das du
zögernd beschwerst
mit von Steinen geschriebenen
Schatten.
(GW II, 14)
In the rivers north of the future
I cast the net, that you
haltingly weight
with the shadows that stones have been
writing.
(Y. Chen / B. Steipe)
Silence
The Mystery of Shadows
(Tanizaki Jun'ichirō ,
2001, p. 29). 
Natsume Sōseki, in Pillow of Grass, praises the color of the confection 
yōkan; and is it not indeed a color to call forth meditation? The cloudy 
translucence, like that of jade; the faint, dreamlike glow that suffuses 
it, as if it had drunk into its very depths the light of the sun; the 
complexity and profundity of the color  [...] You take its cool, smooth 
substance into your mouth, and it is as if the very darkness of the room 
were melting on your tongue; even undistinguished yōkan can then 
take on a mysteriously intriguing flavor.
(Tanizaki, 2001, p. 26) 
NOT yōkan
• Emotion 
• Perception 
• Mood
In the meanwhile I discussed the matter over with a nun whose judgment 
and goodness surpass any other sister’s, motivated as she is by good zeal 
rather than by emotion or personal interest.
Emotion: A Disturbing Aspect of Thought
Sister Maria Celeste’s Letter to Her Father, Galileo: p.21
Thinking sadly: 
In favor of an adverbial theory of emotions
Anja Berninger
Department of Philosophy, University of Stuttgart, Stuttgart, Germany 
Philosophical Psychology, 2016, Vol. 29, No.6. 799-812
William James: Stream of Thought Berninger, 2016, p.803
4. It always appears to deal with objects independent of itself.
5. It is interested in some parts of these objects to the exclusion of 
others, and welcomes or rejects –– chooses from among them, 
in a word –– all the while.
1. Every thought tends to be part of a personal consciousness.
2. Within each personal consciousness
thought is always changing.
3. Within each personal consciousness
thought is sensibly continuous.





Adverbialism
Based on a theoretical position 
of “perceptual adverbialists”, 
which emphasizes the adverbial 
nature of sensations in the 
process of thought, Berninger 
(2016) posits a similarly 
adverbial nature of emotion:
Sadness is 
simply to think 
sadly.
Berninger, 2016.
Adverbial Theory of Emotion: Emotion as 
“manners of thinking” Berninger, 2016. 799-800
• Allocation
of attention
• Different aspects
of a situation
• Phenomenal 
prominence
Berninger, 2016, p. 804
• Why must it be adverbial and 
• What is missing?

Atmosphären
Shades and Hues: 
Phenomenology 
of Perception
One can generally obtain any color by juxtaposing rather than mixing 
the colors which make it up, thereby achieving a more vibrant hue. The 
result of these procedures was that the canvas –– which no longer 
corresponded point by point to nature –– afforded a generally true 
impression through the action of the separate parts upon one another. 
But at the same time, depicting the atmosphere and breaking up the 
tones submerged the object and caused it to lose its proper weight. 
(Maurice Merleau-Ponty, “Cézanne’s Doubt”)
The Composition of 
Cézanne’s palette leads 
one to suppose that he 
had another aim. 
Instead of the seven 
colors of the spectrum, 
one finds eighteen 
colors –– six reds, 
five yellows, 
three blues, 
three greens and 
black. 
The use of warm colors and 
black shows that Cézanne wants 
to represent the object, to find it 
again behind the atmosphere. 
Likewise, he does not break up 
the tone; rather, he places this 
technique with graduated colors, 
a progression of chromatic 
nuances across the object, a 
modulation of colors which stays 
close to the objects’ form and to 
the light it receives.  
Maurice Merleau-Ponty:
“Cézanne’s Doubt”
Hues, Tones, Tints and Shades:
Hues are the pure colors, the archetypes: red, orange, violet 
etc.
Tints are hues with white added: these make pastels.
Tones are hues with grey added: these give different grades of 
saturation.
Shades are hues with black added: increasing amounts of 
shadow, all the way to a silent darkness.
The light from the garden steals in but dimly through paper-paneled 
doors, and it is precisely this indirect light that makes for us the charm of 
a room. We do our walls in neutral colors so that the sad, fragile, dying 
rays can sink into absolute repose. We delight in the mere sight of the 
delicate glow of fading rays clinging to the surface of a dusky wall, there 
to live out what little life remains to them. We never tire of the sight, for 
to us this pale glow and these dim shadows far surpass any ornament. 
And so [...]
(Tanizaki, 2001, p. 30). 
[...] if we are not to 
disturb the glow, we 
finish the walls with sand 
in a single neutral color. 
The hue may differ from 
room to room, but the 
degree of difference will 
be ever so slight; not so 
much a difference in 
color as in shade, a 
difference that will seem 
to exist only in the mood
of the viewer. 
(Tanizaki, 2001, p. 30). 
This is an apt analogy for the manners of thinking:
The emotions are universal aspects of thought in their 
archetypes: anger, sadness, joy, disgust etc. We usefully 
think of them as triggered by specific events.
Moods modulate emotions in a less specific, eventful 
way.
Character modulates emotion in a deeply personal way, 
that is largely independent of events.
All of these however combine to a manner of thought 
that is distinct (but not strictly different) from its 
propositional contents.
• How is “mood”, embodied in shadows, experienced as a 
concrete phenomenon? 
• How is it expressed as a lingering emotion? 
• Are we talking about a subtle phenomenon of nature or is the 
subtlety a web, woven from human relationships? 
Phenomenology 
of Emotion
Philosophically gazing at shadows, the natural world and 
the human domain are inevitably intertwined, but are they 
analogous or contradictory to each other, and how to go 
about mapping such complexity in terms of relationships 
and fissures between the natural, the humane, and the 
cultural? 
This most 
delicate and 
intricate 
phenomenon 
guides our 
ethical and 
aesthetic 
existence in 
this world. 
I see the possibility, once again in history, that 
philosophy can provide us not only with a hope, 
but also with a 
sense of 
wonder that 
we do not only 
exist, but truly, 
happily and 
beautifully live 
together. 
Why does it matter?
Aesthetics of Simplicity
Encounter 
(wabi-sabi)
Self-Other
When we complement “emotion” – a reflex of the other 
– with “mood” – a reflex of the self, we describe such 
elusive product of the encounter.
Just like we need hue and shade to describe color, 
emotion and mood, properly considered, become 
vocabulary to consider this manner of thinking: usefully 
distinct, but ultimately inseparable.
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